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Nanotechnology and Nano-Interface Controlled Electronic DevicesElsevier Limited, 2003
The International Workshop on Nanotechnology and NICE Devices (IWNND) was held on March 19 and 20, 2002 at Nagoya Congress Center, Nagoya, Japan. This international workshop was organized as one of the important events of the Nagoya Nanotechnology International Forum 2002 (NNIF2002), from March 18 through 20, 2002. Needless to say, Nano-Technology...
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Ideas of Quantum ChemistryElsevier Limited, 2007
Colours! The most beautiful of buds – an apple bud in my garden changes colour from red to rosy after a few days. Why? It then explodes into a beautiful pale rosy flower. After a few months what was once a flower looks completely different: it has become a big, round and red apple. Look at the apple skin. It is pale green, but moving along...
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Introductory Statistics, Third EditionAcademic Press, 2010

	In this 3rd edition revised text, master expositor Sheldon Ross has produced a unique work in introductory statistics. The text's main merits are the clarity of presentation, contemporary examples and applications from diverse areas, and an explanation of intuition and ideas behind the statistical methods. Concepts are motivated,...
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Small Fatigue Cracks: Mechanics, Mechanisms and ApplicationsElsevier Limited, 1999

	This book contains the fully peer-reviewed papers presented at the Third Engineering Foundation Conference on Small Fatigue Cracks, held under the chairmanship of K.S. Ravichandran and Y. Murakami during December 6-11, 1998, at the Turtle Bay Hilton, Oahu, Hawaii. This book presents a state-of-the-art description of the mechanics, mechanisms...
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Wireless Networking (Newnes Know It All)Newnes, 2007
The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written to create hard-working desk references that will be an engineer's first port of call for key information, design techniques and rules of thumb. Guaranteed not to gather dust on a shelf!

Wireless Networking: Design, Optimize, Implement delivers readers from the...
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Conceptual Modeling of Information SystemsSpringer, 2007
When designing an information system, conceptual modeling is the activity that elicits and describes the general knowledge the system needs to know. This description, called the conceptual schema, is necessary in order to develop an information system. Recently, many researchers and professionals share a vision in which the conceptual schema...
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Grid Computing: The New Frontier of High Performance Computing, Volume 14 (Advances in Parallel Computing)Elsevier Limited, 2005
The book deals with the most recent technology of distributed computing.

As Internet continues to grow and provide practical connectivity between users of computers it has become possible to consider use of computing resources which are far apart and connected by Wide Area Networks.
Instead of using only local computing power it has...
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Strategies and Tools for Corporate BloggingButterworth-Heinemann, 2007
While this book describes some of the benefits of corporate blogging, the book’s focus is to give the reader the tools and strategies to develop expertise in how to build a successful corporate blog. This book is not about why blogging is necessary for a company per se; rather, the focus is on enabling the reader to conduct effective...
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Pattern Recognition, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2008

	This book considers classical and current theory and practice, of supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised pattern recognition, to build a complete background for professionals and students of engineering. The authors, leading experts in the field of pattern recognition, have provided an up-to-date, self-contained volume encapsulating...
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Handbook of Logic and Language, Second Edition (Elsevier Insights)Elsevier Limited, 2010

	The logical study of language is becoming more interdisciplinary, playing a role in fields such as computer science, artificial intelligence, cognitive science and game theory. This new edition, written by the leading experts in the field, presents an overview of the latest developments at the interface of logic and linguistics as well as a...
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Carbon Alloys: Novel Concepts to Develop Carbon Science and TechnologyElsevier Limited, 2003

	In recent years the Japanese have funded a comprehensive study of carbon materials which incorporate other elements including boron, nitrogen and fluorine, hence the title of the project "Carbon Alloys".


	Coined in 1992, the phrase "Carbon Alloys" can be applied to those materials mainly composed of carbon...
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Developments in the Theory and Practice of Cybercartography, Volume 5: Applications and Indigenous Mapping (Modern Cartography Series)Elsevier Limited, 2014

	Developments in the Theory and Practice of Cybercartographyâ€•awarded an Honorable Mention in Earth Science at the Association of American Publishers' 2015 PROSE Awardsâ€•examines some of the recent developments in the theory and practice of cybercartography and the substantial changes which have taken place since the first...
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